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Introduction

Computer conference systems are often used to perform research on the systems

themselves. Often, the systems are designed to collect a lot of statistics on their usage,

which can be used for research. In fact, because all the interaction is handled by and

stored in a computer [4], computer conference systems ought to be very useful tools for

studying human behavior in general, even though social science researchers do not yet

often seem to be aware of this possibility.

Even better is if the researcher can cooperate with the designers of the systems, and get

these to modify the design of the systems to collect research information.

Here are some examples of how I did exactly this. For fuller results, see [12] and [13].

New communication, or a replacement for old communication
In one investigation, I wanted to find out if the usage of a conference system was mainly

new communication, or if it was a replacement for communication which previously

took place using other means of communication.

The normal way to investigate this might be to make a query to the users of the system.

However, such a query would tell how many users believe that the communication is

new communication, and users' beliefs might not be correct.

Instead, I wrote a program which randomly selected contributions written in the system

(both personally addressed mail and conference contributions). For each contribution

the program sent a question to the writer of that contribution, asking them to what extent

they believed they would have communicated the same information by other means if

the conference system had not been available They were also asked how many people

they would have communicated this information to if the conference system had not

been available. The answers where then weighed by the number of readers of the

contribution. For example, if a contribution was read by 20 users, and the writer said that

without the conference system, he would have communicated this to only 3 people, this

was counted as 3 replacement communications and 17 new communications.

Thus, the figure which came out of the investigation was not how many of the users

believed that conferencing replaces or does not replace other communication means, but

rather what percentage of the actual communication going on in the system was a

replacement for previous communication by other means.

The result of this investigation was as shown in figure 1:

Formal and informal
face-to-face meetings

13 %

New communication65 %

Phone calls14 %

Letters, written 
messages, 
newsletters etc.

6 %
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Figure 1: How much of the communication in a computer conference system is new

communication, and how much is a replacement for previous communication by other

means?

Organizational distance between sender and recipient

I wanted to find out to what extent computer conference systems usage influenced the

organizational distance between the sender and the recipient of information. To

investigate this I got a programmer to modify the conference system, so that every time

anyone read a message or contribution, the organizational position of both the author

and the reader was noted in a file. This investigation was made in a large Swedish

government research agency with (at that time) about 1400 employees.

This file also noted if this was a personally addressed message, or if it was a conference

contribution.

The result of this investigation was as shown in figure 2:

54 %  Outside a department  82 %

Personally 
addressed mail

Group 
contributions

46 %  Within a department  18 %

Figure 2: Distance of communication with personally addressed mail versus conference

contributions.

Who are allowed to communicate?

In order to investigate this, I made a random sample of computer conference users, and

also a random sample of people who were members of groups having face-to-face

meetings. Informal face-to-face groups within a department was not included. I then

checked the age, education and organizational position of the people who participated in

these two communication means.

The result of this investigation is shown in figure 3:
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15 % of all employees
were bosses

18 % of all conference system 
users were bosses
13 % of very active conference 
system users were bosses

37 % of all participants 
were bosses

61 % of participants in more 
than one group were bosses

In the conference system:

In face-to-face meetings

% 0            20         40          60       100 %

Figure 3: Percentage bosses among participants in computer conferences and face-to-face

meetings.

The investigation of age showed that in face-to-face meetings, people older than 40 years

of age were more frequent, while in computer conferences, people less than 40 years of

age were more frequent.

The investigation of education showed that in both conference system and face-to-face

meetings, people with higher education were overrepresented. This over-representation

for people with higher education was however much stronger in face-to-face meetings

than in computer conferences.
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